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Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A cold front is currently noted extending from Florida west-southwest across the central Gulf of Mexico.  This is allowing for 
strong to near gale force northerly to northeasterly winds and rough seas across the entire northern Gulf.  The front will 
continue south through the day today as winds will remain strong and seas rough.  Tomorrow, winds will gradually subside 
from west to east.  By days end tomorrow, winds over the western Gulf will be easterly to northeasterly at moderate levels 
and winds over the eastern Gulf will be northeasterly at fresh levels.  Seas will be moderate, except the deeper waters which
will still be rough.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Over the weekend, conditions will continue to subside due to high pressure.  Winds will be generally easterly at moderate 
levels and seas will be at slight to moderate heights.  Early to the middle of next week, onshore flow will return across the
northern Gulf.  Winds offshore Texas will become southerly to southeasterly at moderate to fresh levels and winds elsewhere 
will be southerly to southwesterly at moderate levels.  This will support moderate seas over the western Gulf and slight seas
over the eastern Gulf.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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